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May 29, 1986

The Honorable Nunzio Palladino
Chairman
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D C.- 20555

Dear Chairman Palladino:

Enclosed, for your information, are copies of a letter and
enclosures which have come to me from one of my constituents, Ms. Joette
Lorion, Director, Center for Nuclear Responsibility, 7210 Red Road, Suite
217, Miami, Florida 33143.

Ms. Lorion has brought to my attention allegations that I would
like you to investigate concerning the Turkey Point Nuclear Powerplant
located in my Congressional District: 1) that Florida Power and Light
Company did not retest the weld metal of Unit 4 either in 1978 or in 1986,
but instead used the test data from Unit 3 to predict the safe operation of
Unit 4; and 2) that the NRC allows Florida Power and Light to use data from
weld metal tests for Unit 3 to predict the actual levels of embrittlement for
the vessel that houses Unit 4.

When the embrittlement problem at Turkey Point Nuclear Powerplant
first came into the public eye, I expressed concern to you about this
potential problem. I would appreciate your consideration of the points
raised by Ms Lorion, and your providing me with the benefit of a reply.

Sincerely,

D TE B. FASCELL
Member of Congress
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May 21, 1986

Congressman Dante B. Fascell

Dear Congressman Fascell:
As per your, request, I am sending along information about the problem'f pressure vessel embrittlement at Florida Power and Light's (FPL)
Turkey Point Nuclear Reactor Units 3 and 4, in South Dade.

Recent events in the Soviet Union lend urgency and great practical
significance to your consideration of the materials presented here.
The explosion and fire at the Chernobyl nuclear power reactor Unit '04,

. -demostrates, not only that accidents previously considered incredible
can, and do occur, but that the permanence of the cost of such cat~-
trophic nuclear, accidents in terms of loss of life and property, make
the risk of such a nuclear accident intolerable.
It is in this context that I wish to state that my research over the
past six years has lead me to conclude that although the nuclear
technology at Turkey Point differs somewhat from that of the Sovietreactor, there are unique problems at Turkey Point that pose an
unacceptable risk to the people of South Florida.
The two Turkey Point nuclear reactors, units 3 and 4, are suffering
from an irreversible condition known as reactor pressure vessel
embrittlement. Over the years, radiation has weakened the welds of
the large steel pressure vessels. that surround the fuel cores and'old
the cooling water for the Tuikey Point nuclear reactors. An NRC
safety engineer has warned that cooling the reactor quickly in an accident
could cause the vessel welds to rupture, releasing al1 the cooling water.
NRC officials have stated that if a reactor pressure vessel ruptures,
there would be no .way to preven t the most feared reactor accident,'
meltdown. (See item 1) .

One NRC safety engineer, Demetrios'asdekas has been attempting to warn
the Comtdssion and the public about the severity of this problem for
many years. (See item 2 and 3). He was successful in drawing the NRC's
attention to the public and in 1981, the NRC sent FPL a letter statingthat the fracture toughness of some rea'ctor pressure vessels wa's approa-
ching levels of concern. They earned Turkey Point Unit 4 as one reactor
they were concerned about (See item 4). In 1982, the NRC issued a
report on Pressurized Thermal Shock, Turkey Point Units 3 and 4 were "

listed as having the second and third most brittle vessels out of all
the plants reviewed. (See item 5).
Ne, at the Center for Nuclear Responsibility, now an organization of
over 300 saupporters, have been working in the Courts since 1981 in an
attempt to get a full public hearing on the Turkey. Point pressure
embrittlement issue. Research for this litigation .led gs to critical
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documents that report on the only tests of the we3,d, metal ever performed
'on Turkey Point Units 3 and 4.

One of these documents, a report by Southwest Research Institute
(SWRI), which reports on Charpy tests (See item 1) performed on Unit 4, .

'states that the weld material in unit 44, was 30% more brittle than
reported in the Turkey Point Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR).It also recommends that another weld metal test be performed in 1978.
(See item 6a). Another report by SWRI compares Turkey Points units 3
and 4 and shows that after 10 effective full power year (EFPY) of operation,
the predicted reference temperature (RTNDT)for Unit 4 would be 342 f,
30% higher than that predicted for Unit 3. (See item 6b)..
(Note: The NRC has set a 300'eference temperature unit as a screening
cri'terion beyond which they cannot predict safe operation of the reactor
pressure vessel) . (See Item 7).

gFPL did not.retest the weld metal of Unit 4 in 1978. They, in fact,
did not..test the weld metal in 1986, as they were required to do. In
addition,. about 1981,'he NRC began to use the test data from Unit 3,
the less severely affected reactor unit, to predict the safe operation
of Unit.'.4. (See item 8), a practice which an independent scientific
expert, Dr. George Sih, Director of Fracture Mechanics, at Lehigh Univer-
sity, calls scientifically invalid. Dr. Sih also charted the SWRI
informatiea and showed that according to the SWRI data, Turkey Point Unit 3
had probably exceeded the point of safe operation (NRC screening
criterion. of 300') about 1981.'See items 9a and 9b).

The Nuclear. Regulatory Commission sanctioned FPL's legal alchemy
in 1985, .when they issued an ammendment allowing FPL to postpone testing
of the Turkey point Unit 44 for 12 more years (See item 10). And, to

y this day; the NRC continues to'allow FPL to use data from weld metal tests
for Unit 43 to predict the actual levels of embrittlement for the
vessel .that houses Unit 44, a piactice which Dr. Sih says is invalid.
It is just this kind of reasoning concerning the safety of the 0-ring
seals in Challenger, that allowed Morton ThioHol'nd NASA to sign off
the launch of the ill fated space mission. It is even more disturbing
in the area of nuclear power regulation, where even a small lapse in
rational decision making may have profoundly devastating effects on the
public health and safety.

We are providing you with these disturbing facts in hopes that you will
see fit to start an investigation into the degree of embrittlement at the
Turkey Point nuclear power plant, which is a much closer threat to our
health and safety than the nuclear reactors in Cuba. We are also

asking'outo put pressure on the NRC to force FPL to perform the long overdue
weld'etal tests on Turkey Point Unit 44.

INVOLVEMENT~ UllGATION ~ NUCLEAR INFORMATION
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And, we would hope that you would make any results of your efforts
available to the public. The people of South Florida have a right
to know the degree of risk they are exposed to as a result of
operation of the embrittled Turkey Point nuclear reactors.

.Should you have additional questions, please feel free to ca11
me. My attorney, Martin Hodder, and I, would be happy to meet
with you at any time to discuss our research.

Sincerely,

~Q~
Joette Lorion
Director

INVOLVEMENT~ UTIGATION ~ NUCLEAR INFORMATlOH
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PRESS(FOR XMMEDIATE RELEASE
MIAMI/OCTOBER 24, 1985

INFORh)ATION: JOE'3"3'); LORION 661-2165
hiAP')')N HOLDER 751-8706

IS TURKEY POINT 4 RUNNING ON BORROWED ')''JI)3'

THE CENTER FOR NUCLEAR RESPONSIBILITY REVEALED I'V)I))'.NC)'. 'I'))AT THEY

FILED THIS WEEK WITH THE U.S. COURT OF APPEALS,t)) Wh. 3)i)'(i'3'Oh). THE

EVEIDENCE SHOWS THAT TESTS PERFORMED FOR FLORXI>: )'(iH);) 6 l,i GHT

COMPANY ON THE WELD METAL OF UNIT 4i INDXCATE '0'llh'I'UB)'3.'.Y POINT

NUCLEAR UNIT 4 HAS PROBABLY EXCEEDED THE DANGER I'01NT SET BY THE

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION (NRC) FOR SAFE 01'I'l&TION OF PLANTS

WITH BRITTLE REACTOR PRESSURE VESSELS. (The NFC )>as admitted that
Turkey Point 4 has the 2nd most brittle pressure. ve se3 in the
entire U.S., susceptible to cracking and a- subsequent core meltdown
in an accident that requires cold water be pumped in to cool the core)
AT A.NEWS COFERENCE TODAY, REPRESENTATIVES OF T3)3': CENTER DISTRIBUTED

PAGES FROM A 1976 REPORT PERFORMED BY THE SOUTHWEST RESEARCH

INSTITUTE FOR FPL THAT SHOWED THAT THE WELD h)EThl 1N T))E PRESSURE

VESSEL OF TURKEY POINT 4 WAS 30t MORE BRITTLE TJIAN THAT TN UNIT 3;
AND THAT ACCORDING TO THE INSTXTUTE'S PROJECTIONS, UNIT 4 WOULD

REACH. THE NRC'S BRITTLE TEMPERATURE LIMIT of 300" F WE).'., H."..PORE 10

EFFECTIVE FULL POWER YEARS OF OPERATION. Tl)E CENTER A:").,3 G;.0 THAT

BOTH THE NRC AND FPL XGNORED THIS CRUCIAL DOCUMENT, A!la OP".ED FOR

LEGAL"ALCHEMY — USING UNIT 3 DATA TO PREDICT CONTINUED SAFE OPERATION

FOR UNIT 4.
THE CENTER ALSO MADE PUBLIC A LETTER FROM DJ.. GEORGE "3)li l.JTED

METALLURGIST AND DIRECTOR OF FRACTURE MECHAlilCS AT LE):.:.':IVERSITYi
TO CONFIRM THEIR POSITION. SIMPLY SUMMARIZEDI THE LETi i.':. 'lFXRMS-

(1) THE USE OF UNIT 3 TEST DATA TO PREDXCT THE RATE OF,"~ii1TTLEhiENT
AND CONTINUED OPERATION OF .UNIT 4 ZS INVALID; (2) PROJi'.. h)S BASED

GN THE 1976 FPL REPORT INDICATES THAT EMBRITTQEMENT AT ).::.i'I' HAD

EXCEEDED THE DANGER POINT OF 300 F SET BY THE NRC ABOU'3' 981

(3) PROJECTXONS FROM THE SAME DATA SHOW THAT UNIT 4 COUi.)'~ REACH

4 50 F DURING THE PLANT ' LIFE.
THE CENTER ALSO CHARGED THAT THE NRC HAS CONFIRMED FPL'" ALCHEMY BY

ALLOWING THEI1 TO DEFER A UNIT 4 WELD 1)ETAL TEST SCHEDULE.ED FOR THIS

YEAR FOR FOURTEEN MORE YEARS, UNTIL THE YEAR 2,000-
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BACKGROUND SHEET

The trouble at Turkey Point is this: the lar9< steel pressure
vessels that surround the «uclear fuel cores and c>'>«tain the
reactors'ooling water were designed so that they ihould never
crack during the reactors'0 year lifetime. But, ;ice and radiation
damage have caused the copper welds of the Turkey }'oint Unit 3 and
4 nuclear power plants to become brittle. Sc britiJ> that. the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission has admitted tli.i!. Tu key Po'nt
Units 3 and 4 have the second and third most britt 1< vessels
in the entire United States. This means that thr; '>i'e susceptible
to cracking if an emergency occurs that-requires Ii} t.o }..ui::;> cold
water into the vessel. Tl:e shock of the cold wa! >.i cou3<} cause the
hot brittle vessel to crack, much like a hot gla.... i;.iu3d if it was
dunked in cold water. A crack in the vessel coul 1 <;iu~c. t}ii. cooling
water to escape and result in a core meltdown,thi i>" ."t i~'.>~a.i
reactor .accident.

The metal and welds in a nuclear reactor pres ure vessel
can respond to abrupt changes in temperature and p)'essure (such as
you would experience'n 'an accident) with either iluctile or
brittle behavior. Ductility is the ability of tli~ reactor metal
and the welds to withstand stress without cracki»>i. In a new
nuclear reactor the metal is extremely ductile. T)ic. metal in a new
vessel can be easily cooled from the reactor's norii>al operating
temperature of 550 7 to 0-40 without cracking. But as time
goes on, the weld metal becomes increasingly biit.ale even at high
temperatures in the 200 -300'ange.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has named t.he temperature
at which the metal or metal welds stop being ductile and become
brittle the TRANSITION TEMPERATURE (RTNDT). The NRC has also set
a point at which the transition temperature in a given reactor
would be a cause for concern. THE NRC BRITTLE TEMPERA.VRE LIMIT,
OR DANGER POINT; HAS BEEN SET AT 300'. These high brittle
temperature limits are dangerous because the reactor vessel !ias
to be maintained at these temperatures if the effects of b"ittle
metal are to be avoided. Thus, any incident w}iich resu'ts in
abrupt pressure and temperature changes and requires quick cooling
below 300' could result ir. a pressure vessel rupture in a "everly
embrittled reactor. According to Robert Pol3ard of the Uric.:.
of Concerned Scientists,"the greatest danger of brittle fra ..ure
exists while the plant is starting up, cooling down, o:: dur.-::g
accidents."

The degree of embrittlement in the vessel welds ":.-".:
measured by taking metal samples o"t of the reactor an" - .=. ing them.
Reports of tests performed on Unit 3 and Unit. 4 weld meta in
1975-76 by Southwest Research Institute showed that the >..-.: 4 weld
metal was 30% more brittle than Unit Q; and that Unit 4 ~".: scheduled
to reach the NRC danger point of 300'F around 1981. :-:ow:.v~:r, FPL
appeared to ignore these re'suits and continues to use ~: it 3 data to
predict continued safe operation c Unit 4. FPL has a u refused to
perform weld metal tests scheduled for this year, and has received
a license amendment which allows ti:em to put off these c-i xtical
tests for four teen more years. ! H "2
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THE TROUBLE AT TURKEY
POIN'I'he

Turkey Point nuclear po~er plant, located 25 mile'.. lrnm Miami, lias problems.
It has been named by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, «tlency i» cliarge of
nuclear safety, as having the second and third most bt 5 t t 1» reactiir pressure
vessels in the entire United States. Over the years, rnd5at5on ) ns caused
the huge steel domes that surround the core (radioact5ve fuel) nf tliese
nuclear reactors to become brittle. The danger is that hou)d»n «i »ident
occur at Turkey Point that requires cold water to be pumped intti tlii core
'to cool it, the shock of the cold water on the hot, brittle mct'a3 could causeit to crack (much like a hot glass would if you dunked it in cold water).If this condition, known as pressurized thermal shock were to occur, there
would be no way to cool the reactor. The result would be a coze meltdown,
the most feared reactor accident. Such an accident, according t.n a 1982
Sandia Labs Report commissioned by the NRC, would kill 29,000 people in a
ten mile radius of the plant, injure 45,000 people in a 70 mile radius, cause
48.6 billion dollars in property damage, and contaminate much of South Florida
for hundreds of years.

r

THE FOLLOWING FACTS ABOUT PRESSURE VESSEL EMBRITTLEMENT
AND PRESSURIZED THERMAL SHOCK ARE IMPORTANT FOR THE
PEOPLE I IVING IN THE AREA OF TURKEY POINT TO KNOW:

1 THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION (NRC) HAS SINGLED OUT TURKEY POINT
AS A PLANT WITH SEVERE EMBRITTLEMENT PROBLEMS. On August 21,1981,
the NRC advised FPL that reductions in fracture toughness for reactor
pressure vessels at some plants "are approaching levels of concern."
They went on to ask FPL to provide information as to why Turkey Point's
operating license should not be "modified, suspended, or revoked."

2. THERE ARE NO SAFE& SYSTEMS AT TURKEY POINT TO PROTECT THE PUHL1C'ROM
A PRESSURE VESSEL RUPTURE. All safety systems in the nation's nui lear
power plants were designed on the premise that a pressure vessels rupture
was an "incredible event" that could never happen. The NRC is nt w

agreeing that such an accident could occur, but they still hav» »i'afety
systems designed to deal with such an event.

3. FROM 1963-1981, THERE HAVE BEEN 85 INCIDENTS AT AMERICA'S NUi'l.l::.: PLANTS
THAT'COULD HAVE RESULTED IN THERMAL SHOCK. According to a 1'!i ..:»port
that was publicized by Congressman Edward J. Markey, many of tl i "e ~

incidents could have resulted in a major nuclear accident if'' reactors
had been older. For instance, an over pressurization accident t liat took

~ place at the Rancho Seco plant in 1978, could have cracked tli iessel if
the plant had been ten years old. Turkey Point is nearing thi t,i n

year mark.

INVOLVEMENT. LITIGATION ~ NUCLEAR INFORMATION~



A NUCLEAR ENGINEER WARNS THE PUBLIC. A Nuclear Reg«l.<«<ry Commission
reactor'afetyengineer, in both a N.Y. Times Editorial and:< 1< t ter to Congressman

Morris K. Udall, warned that the people living close t ~ th< most severely
embrittled nuclear plants were in danger of the "most t'< ared reactor accident",
a core melt; taking place.. Basdekas urged that all < .<rtors with over
4 years effective full power operation be shutdown <::« I l the mat.ter"is resolved in the technical arena."

5. THERE IS NO CURE FOR PRESSURE VESSEL EMBRITTLEMENT. <I< !~r«««r«vessel
is "the heart" of the nuclear reactor and cannot b«<! l:«nd ~ On«e the
vessel has become brittle, there is no way to stop < I<i: "««')<'«t':<neer
process". The plant vill continue to operate untii i t v<:« i<i<:< t l e dangerlimit set by the NRC. Original NRC estimates for « ~,<. I<.i<<i. tl<:<t i tmit
could have shut down Turkey Point by July of 1988.

6. THE NRC AND FPL EXPERIMENT IN THE FIELD. RATHER THAN Till- LABORA'I'ORY. In the
past few years, in an attempt to slow down the embrittlemcnt., thc NRC has
passed a series of license amendments that allows ll'I. to experiment with~
the embrittlement problem. These licensing changes. wl<ich include a
redesign of the "reactor core, could resuit in "hot ..l its", wl<i<h some
scientists say could lead to overheating of the rea<.«r and tl<e meltdown
that the NRC is trying to prevent. These amendment.:. whiclt admittedly lowered
safety at the plant> were passed without the require<l public ltcorings.

7. TURKEY POINT WILL BECOME INCREASINGLY EXPENSIVE. As tl<e T«rkey Point
reactors near the NRC's "danger point", they vill h:<v< to l>< d«ated (run
at lesser power). The cost of redesigning the two r<:<ctor fuel rnres at
Turkey Point is $ 25 million per reactor. .The cost ot deratinl; t.hese same
reactors will be $ 25 million per reactor per year. Once again, tlte
consumers will pay for the nuclear industry's failures.

8. FOR. THOSE OF YOU WHO THINK THAT THE NRC IS WATCHING OUT FOR YOUR SAFETY:
A 1984 GAO Report to Congress entitled, " Management Weakne: s< s Affect
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Efforts to Address Saf«ty Iss«r." Cn.-.~on
to Nuclear Power Plants," The NRC "does not have sufi'icient mt<no?.<.ment
controls in place sufficient to ensure resolution of issues and .':.".plementation
of appropriate changes to affected nuclear plant,s. and to NRC reg"lations
in a timely manner." They state that at the N)tC's «<rrent ln««.l f effort,it vill take about 10 years to eliminate the backlog of unresol ««" safety
issues. (Pressure Vessel Embrittlement has been an unresolve l s;:.tety issue
since 1978) .

CAN WE AFFORD TO WAIT?

THE CENTER FOR NUCLEAR RESPONSIBILITY, A NON-PROFIT EDUCATIONAL Oi::z.'.:IZATION,
BELIEVES IN CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT IN NUCLEAR SAFETY ISSUES THAT AFi'.< ! OUR LIVES.'E ARE CURRENTLY INVOLVED IN LITIGATION BEFORE THE U.S. COURT OF :i?'Fl:ALS, THE
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION, AND THE U.S. SUPREME COURT. 't::. ARE
LITIGATING THE ISSUES OF PRESSURE VESSEL EMBRITTLE."!ENT, NUCLEAR t::<STE DISPOSAL,
AND CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN NUCLEAR ISSUES. WE WELCOME MORAL A.'.i< FINANCIAL
SUPPORT. Please send tax-deductible donations to CNR, 7210 Red R<l I/208, Miami,
Fl. 33143. Make payable to Community Intervention Turkey Point l'«<ject.

*Sources for all of the above facts are available on request.
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Could cooling water
rupture brittle reactor
walls'ere are the 4cts

By EOWARO EOELSON
ORAWlNG BY EUGENE THOMPSON

"There is a high, incrccuing likelihood
that someday soon, during a sccming-
ly'minor malfunction at any ofa dcccn
or morc nuclear plant5 around thc
United States, thc stccl K~cscl that
houses thc taduxxctiuc core is going to

crack like a piece ofgkrss. Thc result
cuillbe a core meltdown, thc most seri-
ous kindofaccident, which willinjure
many people, destroy thc plant, ond
probably destroy thc nuclear industry
cuith it."—Demetrios L. Basdekas,
Thc Ncw York Times, March 29,
1982.

Basdekas, a reactor-safety engineer
with the Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission, continued his article to warn
that radiation is making the metal re-
actor vessels at some nuclear plants
brittle. As a result, he wrote, water
used to flood and cool reactor cores in

an emergency could cause a meltdown
instead ofpreventing one. The cause:

„abrupt changes in reactor pressure
and temperature-a condition called
pressurixed thermal shock-would

-crack brittle vessels, allowing emer-
gency water to escape.

The safety engineer's "piec~f-
glass" charge quickly focused atten.

, tion on thermal shock:
~ The NRC commissioners heM a

public meeting.
~ Rep. Ed Markey of Massachu-

setts called a congressional hearing.
Conunucd
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~ Work on what was supposed to be
a definitive study of the thermal.
shock issue was accelerated by the
NRC.

And the kind ofdebate that has be-
come quite familiar in recent years
has predictably erupted. Electrical
utilities, reactor manufacturers, and
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
say that the pressurized-thermal-
shock problem is well in hand and
that the "piecewf-glass" charge is ab-
surd. Critics say that the nuclear peo-
ple are talking through their hats be-
cause there simply isn't enough infort
mation available to assess the danger
of pressurized thermal shock.

I'e recently talked to experts on
both sides of the question. At the mo-
ment there are no pat answers. But
information about the hazard of ther-
mal shock is accumulating steadily.
Here is what you need to know.

Pressurized thermal shock has been
widely publicized only recently. But
inklings of a problem emerged in the
1960s.

Atone power-plant reactor, a work-
er peered into a video monitor and
manipulated a robotic arm down into
the radioactive water of a 40-foot-
high reactor vessel. He slowly fished
out a small basket hanging near the
thick metal wall ofthe. reactor. Inside
the basket was a jumble ofpencil-size
steel bars, each alloyed with various
metals and each bearing a V-shaped
notch.

At a nearby test area, he carefully
unloaded his irradiated catch behind
shielded-glass windows. Deft maneu-
vers with another robotic ann posi-
tioned each steel bar under a wedge-
shaped hammer. Then, as samples
were cooled or heated, he pushed a
button, and the. hammer slammed
into the notches.

This routine Charpy test (named
for its developer) yielded expected re-
sultst At lower temperatures, where
metals become briffle, samples broke
easily. Higher temperatures-like
those in your kitchen oven-made the
steel more ductile. Heated steel sam-
ples absorbed more hammer energy
before snapping.

But something unexpected occurred
when the worker slammed his test
hammer onto bars alloyed with tiny
amounts of copper. The steel-even
warmed-broke easily. He raised the
temperature. Still the brittle bars
snapped. Finallyat about 300 degrees
F, the bars became ductile instead of
brittle. The presence ofcopper seemed
to be producing strange results. Soon
workers at other power and research
reactors discovered the same unex-
pected embrittlement.

What puzzled everyone was the

speedup of cni'ittlement because of
the presence of copper, not the results
of the standard Charpy tests on ex-
posed metal samples. This tech-
nique-gradually changing metal
temperatures and measuring how
much hammer energy the metal can
absorb without breaking-actually
tests radiation damage. Radiation
tends to make all metals brittle; irra-
diatedd

metal must be raised to a high-
er temperature before it will become
ductile. This shift in the transition
temperature from brittle to ductile is
a measure of radiation damage.

Nuclear researchers, aware ofme!.
al embrittlement, had earlier exposed
samples to intense radiation. But the
surge of reactor construction begin-
ning in the 1960s found engineers
without enough reliable data. To an-

CC Copper was used to
.. prevent rust. Someone

probably got a prize
for the suggestion $ $

swer questions about long-tennradia-
tion effects on metal, baskets of'h'ar-
py samples had been positioned in
early reactors.

The principal cause of embrittle-
ment was known to be neutrons, the
atomic particles emitted by nuclear
fission in the reactor core, oolliding
with metal in the reactor. "It's like
billiards," says one expert. "Although
metal atoms are much heavier than
neutrons, when a highwnergy neu-
tron collides with a metal atom, the
neutron forces the atom from its lat.
tice-the geometric array ofatoms."

The Charpy tests of the 1960s re-
vealed that just a little copper in a
steel 'alloy hastens embrittlement.

, Since that time, though, researchers
have been uncertain why the pres-
ence ofcopper hastens radiation dam-
age. Theodore U. Marston, who works
on thermal shock at the Electric Pow-
er Research Institute in Palo Alto,
Calif., says there's now strong evi-
dence that neutron bombardment
makes the copper clump together.

"Copper starts out in a solid as
-atoms fairly even1y distributed. Un-

der radiation the atoms tend to come
together as copper particles," he said.
New instruments that let researchers
see atoms within metals show this
clumping effect, Marston says.

As the first, discoveries ofbrittle ir-
radiated steel containing copper be-

came known, anxiety began to spread.
How much oopper was in the steel-'al-



loy N.alls of rencz«r vessels across the
country? React" i vessel manufactur-
ers and utiliti "s began leafing
through old Ed cn z.i find what inforrua-
tion they hn~l nl ut the copper co»-
tint ofmetals»i reactors.

Records nh ~'d that there was
some copper i.i:l«i vessel walls thein-
selves. "We ii—j n lot of auto stock,"
explained ht ii t.«i. "When you melt
it, you can't g'x .i'sl the wiring out."

But weld «« i i ~seFwalls were the
'real probl«in i f iie the industzy re-

alized wh x « liappening, which
was about i'.i"".sz» ~ls ofcopper~at
ed welding wire were routinely used
for these weld e. "The copper was used
to prevent rust," noted Stephen H.
Hanauer, director of safety technolo-
gy at the NRC. "Soineone probably
got a $ 10 prize for the suggestion."

Reactor builders switched to nickel-
coated electrodes, but they couldn'
replace the welds in older reactors.
When I visited Marston last winter,
the significance of those welds be-
came dear. On his desk was a slab of
metal that looked like a paperweight
gone wild. I thought it was eight
inches wide. But it was really eight
inches thick-the thickness of a reac-
tor-vessel walL The weld was a yel-
lowish stripe in the steel, tapering
from three inches thick on one side to
two inches on the other. Marston told
me that itcan take three weeks ofre-
peated passes with electrodes to com-
plete one of those welds. That type of
weld, engineered to be a powerful
bond between huge steel sections of
reactor vessels, contained enough cop.
per to become a potential hazard
instead.

Interest in reactor-vessel embrittle-
ment heated up in 1977, Marston re-
calls. There was trouble with the
sample holders in a reactor built by
Babcock and Wilcox, one of the ~or
suppliers, he says. Vibration kept
knocking them loose. Allthe samples
were taken out, and "it looked worse
than we thought," JIiarston said, indi-
cating that embrittlement was pro-
gressing faster tlian expected in the
test samples.

Added to this continued confirma-
tion of embrittli<-nietal snmples and
copper contamination of ves~ls was
an event the followingyear that, for
some, increased the alarm.

On March 20, 1978, a worker at the
Rancho Seco nuclear generating plant
near Sacramento, Calif., dropped a
light bulb into an instrument panel.
The panel shorted out and the plant's
instruments went haywire. fleshing
t'ake signals to the control systems.
Rancho Seco's emergency co iling sys-
tem kicked into operation. Cold water
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flooded into the reactor, dropping the
temperature fr»cn 582 degrees F to
285 in a little in»re than an hour.

Pressure iii>»>le the reactor vessel
,first droppecl fi»cn the normal 2,200
pounds per ccclusre inch to under 1,600
psi. Then, ns high-pressure water
pumps were tc>angered, the pressure

.went back u»e c ",000 psi. With no re-
liable instn»i».tation to guide them,
control-ro. ~:> i'chnicians kept the
cold watec .". >«ic>g, maintaining the
combinatiu» c>.'ncxpectedly low tem-
perature sc>d c>i )i pressure for sever-
al hours

The Rc>»ch >':~ c> "transient," as nu-
clear en„'.i>c~~ «ll it, made it clear
that pre~«rized w ater reactors were
susceptil>>c lc> abrupt changes in tem-
perature and pressure. Could any
pressurized reccctors already have
small cracks? And could vessel walls
containing su Ji cracks, subjected to
sudden changes of temperature and
pressure during cin accident, then
rupture, drciiring the coolant water
and prolucing c> catastrophic melt-
down of the core"

The truth is that nobody knows for
certain. Calculations indicate that
under pressurized-thermal-shock con-
ditions, a reactor vessel willfail only
ifcracks of a certain dimension are
present on the inside wall. Inspec-
tions throughout the industry have
used ultrasound and othe.r nonde-
structive testing methods and thus
far have found»o such cracks. Indus-
try representatives say they are rea-
sonably confident that nc> cracks are
there. Critics say the inspection
equipment isn't good enough to detect
the cracks. The NRC says its iinalyses
assume that some cracks exist, no
matter what inspections slinw.

Richard Chcverton of the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, whose
team has perfornied many uf the ther-
mal-shock analyses, says assump-

~ tions abnut w«icknesws in nuclear
power plants hnd to be niu>le. Take
the critic»l iss»r ufcrcick>c i» the reac-
tor-vessel walls "ft's dilticcilt to look
for flaws >ilier the reactor is iiiopera-
tion, and it's still u qccesti»ci of how
good a job onc. c:an do," t.heverton
said. "It's iint <h:ar'yet wh. cher some
of the shallow flccws tli it > in get us
into trouble can be f'ound with accura-
cy, so we tend to assuine that the
flaws willbe there."

But Richard J. Sero, wlio heads a
program on thermal shock for Wes-
tinghouse (a minor plnnt builder),
maintains that there is gcc>wing evi-
dence to support the belief that the
cracks aren't there. Engic>eers oken
inspect working-reactor vessels with
ultrasound equipment, whose echoes

re analyzed to detect anything

unusual in the vessel wall-a c roc,
an inclusion of different inaterial
in the metal, an unevenness in the
surface.

Ultrasound inspection is complicat-
ed somewhat by the fact that reactor
vessels have a 'h-inch. thick clad-
ding-a permanently bonded layer-of
stainless steel on the inside surface
that can produce false echo patterns.
But that's not an insuperable prob-
lem. Sero says he's impressed by the
sensitivity of the equipment.

"We'e done about a halfMozen full.
vessel inspections," Sero said. "You do
pick up what we call 'indications'-as
many as 20 in some vessels. When you
pick up any anomalies at all, you
must look at your pre-service inspec-
tion to see ifthey existed before and
what size they were.

"We'e found that the equipment
can pick up things like layers in the

4CThe NRC may consult
its Ouija board and
get a number, but the
error bands are so
large, it's useless $ $

cladding," Sero continued. "When
we'e gone to the inspection reports,
we'e found that there are layers in
the cladding at the same depth of the
indication. Our conclusion is that in
all the inspections we'e done, we
haven't found any indications that we
can't resolve as inclusions ofdifferent
material or layers."

Sero says Westinghouse gained
oonfidence in the inspection results
when one test showed a gouge on the
outside wall of a reactor vessel. "We
were able to get pictures ofthe reactor
vessel that were taken before it was
installed," he said. "We found that it
was a gouge that existed before it
went to the plant." A sample ofa ves-
sel wall containing a crack is used to
calibrate instruments.

The NRC recently released a de-
tailed'study on pressurized thermal
shock and reactor safety. Ifyou really
want a good fight, ask people about
the reliability of those safety esti-
mates. The method the NRC and the
industzy uses is cilled probabilistic
risk assessment. It's designed to get
around a rather impressive lack of
concrete evidence. All the calcula-
tions about pressurized thermal
shock, for example, are based on just
eight events that have occurred at nu-
clear plants, including the Rancho
Seco transient and the most famous

incident of all, Three Mile bland.
In a prababilistic risk assessment,

you estimate the likelihood of an
event that initiates a transient, then
estimate the likelihood of the reaction
to that event, the reaction to that re.
ection, and so an down the line.

Westinghouse. for example, hss a
computer analysis that starts with 17
possible initiators and runs through
event trees ta more than 8,200 end
points. The NRg has done the same
thing. Its numbers come out more or
less in agreement about the risk of
thermal shock. But there are inevita-
ble differences of opinion about the
value of those calculations, which
show that although there is no clear
and present danger, corrective action
should be taken at some reactors to
reduce the hazcud of thermal shock,

Not everyone agrees with the calcu-
lations. ~e NRC may consult its
Ouija board and come up with a num-
ber," said Robert Pollardef the Union
of'Concerned Scientists,; but the er;
rar bands on it are so large that it'
essentially useless."

That's not exactly so, says Chever-
ton ofOak Ridge."It's possible to esti-
mate what the uncertainty in the
analysis is, and you have to live with
that uncertainty," he said. "But you
take the conservative end of it and
work with that."

A lack of data is more or less con-
ceded all through the NRC report.
"Perhaps the most significant uncer-
Winty in the beatment... is that
there are knownlow-frequency poten-
tial over~ling events much more
severe than those that have oc-
curred," the r'eport says at one point.
"Because these events have not oc-
curred, they have not been taken into
account in the frequency distribu-
tion." Inother words, it's tough to pre-
dict the possibility of something that
haa never happened. In another sec-
tion, the repo*aotes "substantial un-
ceztainties" in some estimates and
calculations that are uncertain by
"plus or minus at least two orders of
magnitude, a broad band of uncer-
tainty, indeed."

What else can we do? the NRC peo-
ple ask. "Itisn't well defined, but it'
the best information we have," said
the NRC's Hanauer.

Your best is none too good, the crit
ics say. They point out that the prob-
abilistic-risk-assessment technique is
the same one used in the famous Ras-
mussen report of 1974, in which a
team headed by hkIT professor Nor-
man Rasmussen calculated the risks
ofnuclear accidents. Rasmussen came
up with some comfortingly low-risk
figures. Just last year, though, the

Contin iced
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NRC looked over !!ie operating data
tliat have accuonilis! cd since then and
concluded that t!io odds of a nuclear
accident occuri ii.g calculated by Ras-
mussen were!"~ l>y a factor of 30.

Hanauer sic.« .liat risk calculators
have learned ~ tit from Rasmussen's
pioneering '!!~~rt. "He kissed off
earthquakes in i~o pages and floods
in two lines,"!! i oauer noted. Taking
one volume i! .~ !ielf-long safety as-
sessment of ihr ! ndian Point reactor
near New Yo~!«"i!y,Hanauer point-
ed out th:~i i~r:hquakes and floods
vrere toward t!ie top ofthe listofrisks.
The NRC has learned to include such
risks in its risk assessments, Hanauer
siys.

But Baiidekas dismisses the report
as "the quantification of wishful
thinking." And George Sih, director of
the Institute of Fracture and Solid
Mechanics at Lehigh University, says
that the impressive report is built on
a foundation of sand.

Fhe samples they study are five
inches long, and the vessels are 500
inches long," Sih said. "The sample is
very, thin, and the vessel is eight
inches thick. We don't know how to
transfer small-sample data to the de-
sign of large-scale structural compo-
nents. The scaling effect in size and
also the scaling effect in time are
among the most diAicultquestions we
have."

Ifcritics think the NRC has been
too speculative, industzy believes the
report is too conservative. You can ar-
rive at just about any conclusion you
want by putting in the appropriate
numbers, Marston says. "Bychanging
the assumptions," he explained, "I
can show that one of these things has
no useful life at all or a lifetime of30
to 40 years." The NRC consistently
takes the most conservative numbers
for its estimates, he says.'ne of the key factors that the
NRC's experts looked at was the tran-
sition temperature at which a piece of
metal stops being ductile and becomes
brittle enough to break easily. A cru-
cial part of the NRC report was to set
a point at which this transition tem-
perature in a given reactor would be
cause for concern. The rcport sets the
danger point at 300 degrees F for ver-
tical welds, 270 degrees flir horizon-
tal ones.

Higher transition temperatures are
worse, since the reactor vessel must
be maintained at these temperatures
ifthe effects ofbrittle mebil are to be
avoided. The original standard for nu-
clear reactors was no more than 200
degrees F. The temperature is higher
for vertical welds because pressure
tends to force the welds out, increas-
ing the possibility that a crack

4I l tolULAllSclzHcf

will break through the vessel wall.
Determining a transition tempera-

ture depends on the composition of a
metal, the amount of radiation it re-
ceives, and, most controversially, the
stresses to which it is exposed. The
NRC staff used a formula to predict
how assumed pre.existing cracks
might extend into the vessel wall.

As a result of tests on the rate of
embrittlement at various plants, the
NRC predicted when some of them
will reach a danger point. All things
considered, the NRC report reached a
reasonably comforting conclusion. It
listed 40 pressurized-water reactors
in which pressurized thermal shock
was an issue. "Ifno one does any-
thing, we'e got one reactor that's in
big trouble, four others that are a lit-
tle behind it, and four that are in a
mild kind of trouble," Hanauer told
me. "The rest of there willnot reach

CIThough the inner
portion is brittle, the
outer portion is tough;
radiation damage in the
wall is attenuated $ $

the screening criterion [the transition
temperature) during the anticipated
life of the plant."

The "big-trouble" generating plant
is the H.B. Robinson 2 reactor ofCar-
olina Power and Light. Hanauer cal-
culated that ifnothing were done, it
vrould reach the transition-tempera-
ture criterion in September of 1987.
Turkey Point 3 and 4 in Florida get
there in'1988; Calvert ClifFs 1 in
Maryland gets theie in 1989; and Fort
Calhoun in Nebraska arrives in 1990,
Rancho Seco, Maine Yankee, Oconee
2 in South Carolina, and Three Mile
Island 1 arrive in the 1990s. Every-
thing else is 21st century, Hanauer
says.

Reactor manufacturers accepted
those numbers without too much ar-
gument. "Their conclusions are more
or less in line with ours," said Sero

of'estinghouse.Sero says that Wes-
tinghouse thinks the NRC could set
its transition-temperature numbers
about 30 degrees lower, but h'e isn'
arguing with the basic premises ofthe
report.

Nuclear critics are. They center
their fire on the vast number of as-
sumptions that had to be made in the
report because information about the
probability of difFerent events occur-
ring and about the reliabilityofsafety
systems simply isn't available. Rep.

Markey's reaction, for cxamp!e, wss
that the risk-assessment technique
was "like predicting the winner of the
World Series aAer the first exhibition
game."

There's also a lot that the utilities
and manufacturers csn do to lessen
any possible danger, industry experts
say. One easy step is to rcshuNe the
fuel elements in the reactor „core,
putting older fuel elements, which
emit fewer neutiens, close to the ves-
sel wall. "It's easy and cheap to reduce
neutron flux by a factor of two," ac-
knowledged Hanauer.

Critics say that repositioning the
fuel elements isn't enough. They want
American utilities to reduce neutron
exposure even further by inserting
dummy fuel elements next to the ves-
sel wall. That's been done at two reac-
tors in West Germany and one Rus-
sian-built reactor in Finland. But
utilities are reluctant to tate the re-
duction in generating capacity that
dummy fuel elements bring.

There are many other steps that
can be taken, Marston said. One is the
marvelously simple measure of heat
ing the emergency cooling water to re-
duce thermal shock. Keeping the
emergency water supply at 120 de-
grees F rather than room tempera-
ture is cheap and effective, Marston
says. Thermal shock can also be re-
duced by adding controls to throttle
back the automatic-feedwater system,
he notes.

Improved training for reactor oper-
ators is another industry option. The
idea is to get them ready for all the
problems that could lead to a signifi-
cant transient, then avoid the se-
quences that end in serious trouble.

The last resort is annealing. The re-
actor would be shutdown, all the fuel
elements would be removed, and the
vessel would be heated to 850 degrees
F for a week. A study done by Wes-
tinghouse for the Electric Power Re-
search Institute concluded that an-
nealing would make the vessel walls
young again. The process isn't cheap.
One report cited costs of $60 million
or more'for a single reactor, including
the price of the electricity that the
plant did not generate during the
treatment.

No one is thinking about annealing
right now. Instead, utilities and man-
ufacturers are making detailed stud-
ies ofall the facto'rs aIFecting the ther-
mal-shock issue for individual plants.
The NRC report hss asked for such a
plant-specific report at least three
years before a reactor reaches its
screening criterion for danger.

For the Robinson 2 reactor, the re-

port would be due in 1984. Carolina
Power and Light is hard at work, says



Thomas S. Elleman, who is in charge
ofnuclear safety. The vessel wall has
been inspected, and no cracks were
found. New training for reactor per-
sonnel is under way. The company is
studying a proposal to heat thc emer-
gency water supply.

Neutron exposure has been reduced
by putting the older fuel elements
next to thc reactor wall. How much
extra time willthe program buyr "lt's
premature to speculate about that,"
Elleman said.

There's no panic at the NRC, the
manufacturers, or, the utilities. The
problem is well understood, Chever-
ton says, and the Oak Ridge analysis
indicated that even ifworse came to
worst, a reactor vessel would not
break wide open. "Even though the
inner portion is brittle, the outer por-
tion still is relatively tough because

the radiation damage is attenuated
through the wall,"Cheverton said. "A
crack might be driven through the i».
ner part, but it tends t'o arrest at tire
outer part."

But that assessment could easily lk
wrong, says Pollard of the Union of
Concerned Scientists. "There's no dirt
pute that current emergency sys4 rr tft
would not be able to cope with a fr»< ~

ture of the reactor vessel," hc sfritt.
"For other problems, you can msft< a
reasonable argument that you l»<i <

some defense in depth. The defc»h<:
i»depth philosophy disappears wit<»
you talk about pressurized therr»»l
shock."

The real problem, Pollard say». i»
that the nation's nuclear regulsl«rr
and the manufacturers allowed a»i».
jor construction program to rirur
ahead without considering the range

of unknown dangers that lay before
them.

Ikc Atomic Energy Commission
went forward with all this undue opti-
mism," complained Pollard, who re-
signed from his job as a regulator
years ago in disgust. "Now wc're in a
position where nothing can be done to
correct thc mistakes without causing
someone undue harm. I expected
them to do the job back in the 1960s.
Now cvcryo»c but the nuclear indus-
try hns in i<offer."

"My tie r cci<tion is that the problem
is well i» hand," said Westinghouse's
Sero. "Wc hrrvc significant research
tiros»ms under way, we are putting
sigrrifrcrrrrt»i«»ey and engineering ef-
fort» i»tn it, »»d we have a firm un-
de rstariding that is going to improve,
which will show that our predictions
were very conservative."
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l OR IMMEDIATE REL EASE
(ViCnesday, July 24, 19S5)

NRC ADOPTS FINAL RULE FOR FURTHER PROTECTlON AGAINST
PRESSURIZED THERHAL SHOCK EVENTS

The Nuclear Regulatory Cotmission has amended its regulations regarding '-.

required protection against pressurized thermal shock events in licensed
- ~-, - - 'ressurized water reactors.

Pressurized thermal shock events are those which result in sudden
decreases in temperature in a reactor vessel while the pressure remains
high, such as would be caused by a main steamline break. These events could
lead to vessel cracking if the vessel were sufficiently embrittled due to
neutron irradiation. A cracked vessel could, in turn, lead to a loss-of-
coolant accident and possible melting of the nuclear fuel.

The temperature range in which a reactor vessel being cooled by a
pressurized thermal shock event loses a significant amount of toughness and
becomes more 'subject to possible cracking is characterized by a "reference
temperature for nil ductility transition. " Embrittlement due to neutron
irradiation causes the "reference temperature for nil ductility transition"
to increase to high values. This means'hat less severe, and therefore more
frequent,,cooling events will cool the vessel below the "reference
temperature," where it be omes more brittle. The actual reference temperature
present in a particular vessel at a given time depends on the specific
material in the vessel wall and the amount o neutron irradiation that has
been received by the vessel up until that time.

The amendments include a "reference temperature for nil ductility
transition" screening criterion belo~ which the risl: from pressurized thermal
shock .events is. considered acceptable. The risk above that level ale might
prove to be. acceptable, but a demonstration would require plant-s;".:
evaluations and, possibly, modifications to existing equipment, system. and
procedures.

~ The screening criterion imposed by the NRC 'is a "reference te:",'.tature"
of 270 deorees Fahrenheit for plate materials and axial welds or 3liI degrees
Fahrenheit for circumferential welds.

Under the a"«~ndments, all utilities will be reo ired, ~':I r '..i>. months
of the effective Cate of the arendmerts, to calculate the present ':feed

pro)ected future "reference temperature" for their individual ves .< ls.
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In cases where the va1ue is expected to to exceed the screening criterion
before expiration of the operating license, ut'ilities will be required, within
nine months of the effective date of the amendments, to submit a plan and
schedule of implementation for a program to reduce neutron irradiation of the
reactor vessel to a level that will assure that the screning criterion will
not be exceeded before expiration of the operating license.

If a reasonably practicable program of neutron
not assure that the screening criterion will not be
of the operating license, a p'lant-specific analysis
to the NRC staff at 'least three years in advance of
screening criterion would be reached.

irradiation reduction does
exceeded bef'ore expiration
will have to be submitted
the estimated time the

The analysis must include a quantitative assessment of the risk from
pressurized thermal shock events due to operation of that particular plart and
identify protential event sequences that contribute significantly to that
risk. It also must consider the expected frequency of such events and the
probability of resulting reactor vessel failure and core melt.

In addition, the aralysis must include a review of what modifications, if
a'y, might be necessary in equipment, systems and procedures to reduce risk
due to PTS events to an acceptable level.

The ana1ysis also may justify continued operation at values above the
"reference temperature" screening criterion on the basis of risk reduction
resulting from ary necessary modifications.

The am:ndments to Part 50 of the Commission's regulations become
effective on July 23, 1985.

E

(EDITORS: This inforrr~tion has also been re1ease by the NRC in l'ashincton, D.C.)



60 F'/hr and 100 F'Ihr.r. Thc 29 F/hr curve would ap 1 t 1dapp y to c oo own rates

up to 20 F. hr; the 60 F'!hr curve would ar curve would apply to rat s from 20'F to 60'F'/hr r

the 100'5 /hr curve would au app y to rates from 60 T.'/hr to 100 F/hr.

Thc Unit iso. 3 heatu and oop an cooidown curves for up to 5 EF'PY are

given in F'igures 10 and I J. Unit No.3nit Ao. 3 curves covering 5 to 10 COPY arc

given, in Figures lZ and 13. orresCorresponding curves (or Unit No. 4 are given

in F'inures ll through 17.
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t1): i end curves of" increase in RT~DT as a function of neutron flucncc

(: ..- 1 Me Y} A summary of these va1ucs is as follows:

Unit
i (Os

Ope rating
Per iod=

RT~DT RTgDT
at 1/4T 't 3/4T

3

3

5 EFPY
10 EFPY

5 EFPY
lO EFPY

194 'F
236.F

281 F
&2 F

131
F'59

F

188 F
Z30 F

EFPY = Effective Full Power Year

2. Vessel Constants

The foo~g input data were employed in thi» axvlysis:

Irner Radius ~ ri
C4ter Radius.'o

77 75 in.

B5.78 in

Operating Pressure. Po

butial Temperature, To

ZZ35 psig

70 F

Final Temperature, Tf

Effective Coolant Flow Rate, Q

Effective F'lcrar Area, A

550'F

lg 1$ /hr

19 l5 ftZ

Effective Hydraulic Diameter, D = 1 l. 9 in.

C. iie>tuo»»i Coot>iovm Limit Curves

lkatup c,u rves werc ccxnpstcd for a heatup rate of 100 F/hr. 5ince

kryo'er rates tend to raise the curve in the central region (sce Fig«

these curves apply to aU heating rates up to 100'F/hr. Cooldown cu

were corr.puted (or cooldown routes o( 0 F! hr (steady state) ZO F/"
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